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Alertsand
andUpdates
Updates] ]
[[ Alerts
EEOC One
Proposed Regulations
RegulationsUnder
Underthe
the
ADAAA
EEOC
OneStep
StepCloser
Closerto
to Issuing
Issuing Proposed
ADAAA
June 29,
June
29, 2009
2009

The
effect on
on January
January 1,
1, 2009,
2009, imposing
imposing sweeping
sweeping
The Americans
Americans with
with Disabilities
Disabilities Act
Act Amendments
Amendments Act
Act of
of 2008
2008 (ADAAA)
(ADAAA) went
went into
into effect
changes to
Disabilities Act
Act (ADA).
(ADA). Since
Since then,
employers and
and individuals
individuals have
have anticipated
anticipated Equal
Equal Employment
Employment
changes
to the
the Americans
Americans with
with Disabilities
then, employers
Opportunity Commission
Commission (EEOC)
of a
a "disabled"
"disabled" individual
individual as
as well
well as
as the
the
Opportunity
(EEOC)regulations
regulationsto
to further
further delineate
delineate the
the expanded
expanded definition
definition of
"rules of
of construction"
construction" set
set forth
forth in
in the
theADAAA.
ADAAA.
"rules

On June
2009, the
the EEOC
EEOC voted
to approve
approve aa proposed
proposed Notice
Notice of
ofProposed
Proposed Rulemaking
Rulemaking (NPRM)
(NPRM) under
under the
the ADAAA.
ADAAA. The
The proposed
proposed
On
June 17,
17, 2009,
voted to
NPRM has
Office of
of Management
Management and
When this
NPRM
hasbeen
beensent
sentfor
forcomment
comment by
by other
other federal
federal agencies
agencies and
and for
for approval
approval by
by the
the Office
and Budget.
Budget. When
this
process
NPRM will
process is
is completed,
completed, the
the NPRM
will be
be published
published in
in the
the Federal
Federal Register
Register for
for public
public comment.
comment.

While the
proposed NPRM
available), the
the remarks
remarksof
ofthe
theEEOC
EEOC assistant
assistant
While
the proposed
NPRMhas
hasnot
notyet
yet been
beenpublished
published(and
(and isis therefore
therefore not
not publicly
publicly available),
legal
June 17,
2009, public
public meeting
meeting provide
provide insight
insightinto
intothe
theproposed
proposedNPRM
NPRM and,
and, thus,
thus, the
the mindset
mindsetof
ofthe
theEEOC.
EEOC. The
The
legal counsel
counsel at
at the
the June
17, 2009,
proposed NPRM
position by
by the
theEEOC.
EEOC.
proposed
NPRMmay
mayreflect
reflect aa more
more aggressive
aggressive enforcement
enforcement position

We
provide an
an extensive
extensive analysis
analysis once
once the
the full
full text
textof
ofthe
theNPRM
NPRM is
is available.
available. Below
Below are
are highlights
highlights of
of remarks
remarksby
byEEOC
EEOC Assistant
Assistant
We will
will provide
Legal Counsel
explain the
theproposed
proposedNPRM.
NPRM.
Legal
Counsel Christopher
Christopher Kuczynski
Kuczynski to
to explain

What
a "Major
"Major Life
Life Activity"?
What Is
Is a
Activity"?
The ADAAA
retain
The
ADAAAand
andthe
theproposed
proposedNPRM
NPRM
retainthe
thethree-part
three-partdefinition
definitionofof"disability"
"disability" that
that was
was originally
originally established
established under
under the
the ADA:
ADA: (1)
(1)
a
(2) aa record
record of
of having
having such
such an
a physical
physical or
or mental
mental impairment
impairment that
that substantially
substantially limits
limits aa major
major life
life activity,
activity, (2)
an impairment
impairment or
or (3)
(3)
being regarded
being
regarded as
as having
having such
such an
an impairment.
impairment.

The
(caring for
for oneself,
oneself, performing
performing manual
manual tasks,
tasks, seeing,
seeing, hearing
hearing,,
The ADAAA
ADAAAadded
addedaanonexhaustive
nonexhaustivelist
listofof"major
"major life
life activities"
activities" (caring
eating, sleeping,
sleeping, walking,
bending, speaking,
speaking, breathing,
learning, reading,
reading, concentrating,
concentrating, thinking,
thinking, communicating
communicating
eating,
walking, standing,
standing, lifting,
lifting, bending,
breathing, learning,
and working)
to the
the statutory
statutory text.
text.The
TheADAAA
ADAAA also
also qualify
qualify as
as
and
working) to
also identified
identified aa nonexhaustive
nonexhaustive list
list of
of "major
"major bodily
bodily functions"
functions" that
that also
major life
life activities
activities (functions
(functions of
of the
the immune
immune system,
system, normal
normal cell
cell growth,
growth, digestive,
digestive, bowel,
bowel, bladder,
bladder, neurological,
neurological, brain,
respiratory,
major
brain, respiratory,
circulatory,
endocrine and
circulatory, endocrine
and reproductive
reproductive functions).
functions).

It is
is important
importantto
tonote
notethat
thatthe
theproposed
proposedNPRM
NPRM(as
(asdescribed
described by
bythe
theEEOC's
EEOC's assistant
assistant legal
legal counsel)
counsel) broadens
broadens the
text of
of the
theADAAA
ADAAA
It
the text
by
activities (reaching,
(reaching, sitting
and interacting
interacting with
with others)
others) and
and three
three major
major bodily
bodily functions
functions (functions
(functions of
of the
the
by adding
adding three
three major
major life
life activities
sitting and
hemic, lymphatic
lymphatic and
and musculoskeletal
musculoskeletal systems).
hemic,
systems). The
The proposed
proposed NPRM
NPRMalso
alsolists
listsimpairments
impairmentsthat
thatimpact
impactmajor
majorlife
life activities
activities (e.g.,
(e.g.,
kidney disease
disease affects
epilepsy affects
which may
may
kidney
affects bladder
bladder function,
function, cancer
cancer affects
affects normal
normal cell
cell growth,
growth, epilepsy
affects neurological
neurological functions),
functions), which
identify categories
categories of
will constitute
constitute disabilities.
disabilities.
identify
of impairments
impairments that
that will

How Is
"Substantially Limited"
Limited" Defined?
Defined?
How
Is "Substantially
1
In enacting
Congressrejected
rejected the
the U.S.
U.S. Supreme
Supreme Court's
Court's position
position in
in Toyota
Toyota Motor
Motor Mfg.
Mfg. v.
v. Williams
Williams1
that the
the term
enacting the
the ADAAA,
ADAAA, Congress
that

"substantially limits"
means "severely
importance to
"substantially
limits" means
"severely restricts"
restricts" an
an individual
individual from
from doing
doing activities
activities that
that are
are of
of "central
"central importance
to daily
daily life."
life."
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In response
response to
Congress' mandate
regulations addressing
addressing the
of "substantially
"substantially limits,"
limits,"the
theproposed
proposedNPRM
NPRM
In
to Congress'
mandate to
to promulgate
promulgate regulations
the definition
definition of
is reported
include five
is
reported to
to include
five rules
rules of
of construction:
construction:

1.
1.

The focus
whether an
an
The
focus of
of ADA
ADAcases
casesshould
shouldbe
beon
onwhether
whetherdiscrimination
discriminationoccurred,
occurred,not
noton
onthe
thedefinition
definition of
of "disabled";
"disabled"; whether
impairment substantially
substantially limits
major life
life activity
activity should
should be
be "construed
"construed broadly,"
broadly," and
and the
the determination
determination of
of whether
whether
impairment
limits aa major
someone is
someone
is disabled
disabled should
should "not
"not demand
demand extensive
extensive analysis."
analysis."

2.
2.

In order
order to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that an
an individual
individual is
is substantially
substantially limited
limited in
in a
a major
major life
life activity,
activity, the
the individual
individual does
does not
not need
need to
to
In
demonstrate that
he or
she is
of central
central importance
importance to
demonstrate
that he
or she
is limited
limited in
in "activities
"activities of
to daily
daily life."
life."

3.
3.

An individual
he or
or she
she is
is disabled
disabled based
An
individual may
may be
be able
able to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that he
based upon
upon an
an impairment
impairment that
that substantially
substantially limits
limits
only one
only
one major
major life
life activity.
activity.

4.
4.

The determination
"may be
be made
made using
using a
a common-sense
common-sense analysis
The
determination of
of an
an individual's
individual's limitation
limitation "may
analysis without
without resorting
resorting to
to
scientific or
of most
most people
people in
in the
the general
general population.
population.
scientific
or medical
medical evidence"
evidence" when
when comparing
comparingthe
the individual's
individual's limitation
limitation to
to that
that of

5.
5.

Impairments that
last for
for fewer
fewer than
than six
six months
months may
may still
be substantially
substantially limiting.
Impairments
that last
still be
limiting.

Against this
Against
this background,
background, the
the proposed
proposed NPRM
NPRMisisreported
reportedtotoprovide
providethat
thattemporary,
temporary, nonchronic
nonchronic impairments
impairments of
of short
short duration,
duration, with
with
no residual
and, therefore,
therefore, are
are not
no
residual effects
effects (e.g.,
(e.g., the
the common
common flu,
flu, aa sprained
sprained ankle),
ankle), do
do not
not substantially
substantially limit
limit aa major
major life
life activity
activity and,
not
disabilities.
disabilities.

In addition,
addition, the
the proposed
proposed NPRM
NPRM sets
In
setsforth
forthtwo
two categories
categoriesof
ofconditions
conditions(with
(with corresponding
correspondingexamples):
examples):(1)
(1) those
those impairments
impairments that
that
will
obviously be
those impairments
will obviously
be substantially
substantially limiting
limiting and
and which
which will
will consistently
consistently meet
meet the
the definition
definition of
of "disability"
"disability" and
and (2)
(2) those
impairments that
that
may be
be substantially
substantially limiting,
limiting,depending
depending upon
upon further
furtheranalysis.
analysis.Although
Althoughthe
theEEOC's
EEOC's assistant
assistant legal
legal counsel
counsel stated
may
stated in
in his
his public
public
comments that
the identification
identification of
of these
these specific
specific impairments
impairments does
does not
not eliminate
eliminate the
the "individualized
"individualized assessment"
assessment" to
be undertaken
undertaken
comments
that the
to be
in an
an ADA
ADA analysis,
these categories
categories suggests
the EEOC
EEOC may
conditions should
should be
be deemed
deemed
in
analysis, the
the inclusion
inclusion of
of these
suggests that
that the
may believe
believe that
that certain
certain conditions
disabilities.
disabilities.

The proposed
an
The
proposed NPRM
NPRMalso
alsoeliminates
eliminatesthe
therequirement
requirementthat
thattotobe
besubstantially
substantiallylimited
limitedininthe
themajor
majorlife
life activity
activity of
of "working,"
"working," an
individual
must be
be prevented
prevented from
from working
working in
in aa "class"
"class" or
or "broad
"broad range"
range"of
ofpositions.
positions.In
Inits
itsplace,
place,the
theproposed
proposedNPRM
NPRM maintains
individual must
maintains
that an
an impairment
impairment substantially
of working
working if
"substantially limits
limits an
an individual's
individual's ability
to perform,
perform, or
or
that
substantially limits
limits the
the major
major life
life activity
activity of
if itit "substantially
ability to
to meet
meet the
the qualifications
qualifications for,
for, the
the type
type of
of work
workat
atissue
issue as
as compared
compared to
to most
most people
people having
having comparable
comparable training,
skills, and
and
to
training, skills,
abilities."
abilities."

Mitigating Measures
Measures
Mitigating
In contrast
contrast to
to prior
prior case
case law,
law, the
the ADAAA
ADAAA provides
life
In
providesthat
that aa determination
determination of
of whether
whether an
an impairment
impairment substantially
substantially limits
limits aa major
major life
activity shall
shall be
be made
made without
without reference
reference to
to mitigating
mitigatingmeasures
measures (except
(except for
for ordinary
ordinaryeyeglasses
eyeglasses and
and contact
contact lenses).
lenses).
activity

The proposed
EEOC's assistant
an
The
proposed NPRM
NPRMreiterates
reiteratesthis
thisposition
position and,
and, as
as stated
stated by
by the
the EEOC's
assistantlegal
legal counsel,
counsel,reinforces
reinforcesthe
the principle
principle that
that an
impairment may
may be
would substantially
substantially limit
a major
major life
life activity
activity without
without aa mitigating
mitigatingmeasure
measure "even
"even where
where an
an
impairment
be aa disability
disability ifif it
it would
limit a
individual has
individual
has never
never experienced
experiencedlimitations
limitations or
or has
hasexperienced
experiencedonly
onlyminor
minorlimitations
limitationsresulting
resultingfrom
fromthe
the impairment."
impairment." In
In addition
addition to
to
listing
the mitigating
mitigatingmeasures
measures specifically
specifically referenced
referenced in
in the
theADAAA,
ADAAA, the
the NPRM
NPRM adds
measure.
listing the
addssurgical
surgicalinterventions
interventions as
as aa mitigating
mitigating measure.

Episodic Conditions
Conditions in
in Remission
Remission
Episodic
Conditions or
or Conditions
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The proposed
are episodic
episodic or
in
The
proposed NPRM
NPRMisisreported
reportedtotoadopt
adoptthe
the language
languageof
of the
the ADAAA
ADAAAby
bycontending
contendingthat
that impairments
impairments that
that are
or in
remission are
would be
when active
active (e.g.,
(e.g., epilepsy,
epilepsy, asthma,
asthma, cancer
cancer and
and psychiatric
psychiatric
remission
are disabilities
disabilities ifif they
they would
be substantially
substantially limiting
limiting when
disabilities such
such as
depression).
disabilities
as major
major depression).

Regarded as
Disabled
Regarded
as Disabled
Following the
language set
in the
theADAAA,
ADAAA, the
the proposed
proposed NPRM
NPRM provides
Following
the language
set forth
forth in
providesthat
that when
when an
an employer
employer takes
takes an
an adverse
adverse action
action against
against
an individual
failure to
to hire,
hire, failure
failure to
to promote)
promote) because
because of
that individual
individual will
will be
be able
able to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
he
an
individual (e.g.,
(e.g., failure
of an
an impairment,
impairment, that
that he
or
she has
or expected
expected to
to last
last for
for six
six months
monthsor
orless
less).
As an
an
or she
has been
been regarded
regarded as
as disabled,
disabled,unless
unlessthe
theimpairment
impairment is
is transitory
transitory (lasting
(lasting or
). As
example, the
the proposed
proposed NPRM
believing that
that she
she has
has carpel
carpel
example,
NPRMprovides
providesthat
thatifif aa manufacturing
manufacturing employer
employer does
does not
not hire
hire an
an individual,
individual, believing
tunnel syndrome,
syndrome, that
that employer
employer will
will be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have regarded
regarded the
the individual
individual as
as disabled.
disabled.
tunnel

Opposition to
to the
theNPRM
NPRM
Opposition
The proposed
are within
within the
theEEOC.
EEOC.
The
proposed NPRM
NPRMisisnot
notwithout
without its
its challengers,
challengers, some
some of
of whom
whom are

EEOC Commissioner
commented on
on the
the proposed
proposed NPRM,
NPRM, finding
EEOC
CommissionerConstance
ConstanceS.S.Barker,
Barker,ininher
her public
public comments
comments on
on June
June 17,
17, 2009,
2009, commented
finding
that
"these proposed
proposed changes
changes depart
in a
a fundamental
fundamental way
way from
from the
the basic
basic concept
concept of
of the
the ADA
ADA—that
that "these
depart in
—that disability
disability is
is determined
determined on
on the
the
basis of
individualized assessment
assessment and
categorically." She
She further
furtherdiscussed
discussed the
the proposed
proposed NPRM's
NPRM's removal
concept,
basis
of an
an individualized
and not
not categorically."
removal of
of the
the concept,
"condition, manner
manner or
or duration,"
duration," which
which had
had previously
previously been
been identified
identified by
by the
the EEOC
EEOC (and
the
"condition,
(and relied
relied upon
upon by
by courts)
courts) as
as relevant
relevant to
to the
determination of
of whether
whether an
an impairment
impairment substantially
substantially limits
limits aa major
major life
life activity
activityas
aswell
wellas
as the
the removal
removal of
of the
the language
language "class
"class of
of
determination
jobs
broad range
which had
in the
the
jobs or
or broad
range of
of jobs,"
jobs," which
had previously
previously been
been utilized
utilized in
in determining
determining whether
whether an
an individual
individual is
is substantially
substantially limited
limited in
major life
life activity
activity of
of working.
working.
major

While
within the
the EEOC
EEOC and
comment may
may result
result in
in subsequent
subsequent revisions
revisions to
tothe
theproposed
proposedNPRM,
NPRM, the
While discontent
discontent within
and future
future public
public comment
the
significance of
changes resulting
from the
the ADAAA
ADAAA indicates
final version
version of
of
significance
of the
the statutory
statutory changes
resulting from
indicates that
that employers
employers should
should be
be aware
aware that
that the
the final
the EEOC's
EEOC's regulations
to
the
regulationsisislikely
likelyto
tosupport
supportaamore
moreexpansive
expansivedefinition
definitionof
of"disability"
"disability" and
and rules
rules of
of construction
construction than
than existed
existed prior
prior to
the ADAAA.
ADAAA.
the

What This
This Means
Means for
Employers
What
for Employers
While at
point we
we do
do not
not know
know how
how expansive
expansive the
the EEOC
EEOC regulations
statutory framework
frameworkof
ofthe
theADAAA
ADAAA
While
at this
this point
regulationsultimately
ultimately will
will be,
be, the
the statutory
significantly expands
expands the
number of
of individuals
individuals who
who will
will be
be deemed
deemed disabled.
disabled. Therefore,
Therefore, employers
to focus
focus on
on the
the
significantly
the number
employers may
may want
want to
aspects of
been altered.
These areas
is otherwise
otherwise
aspects
of the
the ADA
ADA analysis
analysis that
that have
have not
not been
altered. These
areas include
include considering
considering whether
whether the
the individual
individual is
qualified
perform his
his or
or her
her job,
job,whether
whetheraarequested
requestedaccommodation
accommodation is
is reasonable
reasonable or
or poses
poses an
hardship" and
and whether
whether
qualified to
to perform
an "undue
"undue hardship"
an individual
Employers may
review and
and update
update job
job descriptions
descriptions to
ensure that
they accurately
accurately
an
individual poses
poses aa "direct
"direct threat."
threat." Employers
may also
also want
want to
to review
to ensure
that they
reflect the
the key
key requirements
requirements of
addition, itit may
may be
be appropriate
appropriate to
to train
train managers
managers to
to focus
focus only
only on
on the
objective
reflect
of positions.
positions. In
In addition,
the objective
performance issues,
issues, and
on any
any suspected
suspected underlying
medical condition,
condition, when
when addressing
addressing performance
performance deficiencies.
deficiencies.
performance
and not
not on
underlying medical

For Further
For
Further Information
Information
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If you
you have
have any
any questions
questions regarding
regardingthe
theNPRM
NPRM issued
issued by
by the
the EEOC,
EEOC, about
the ADAAA,
ADAAA, please
If
about policies
policies or
or about
about the
please contact
contact any
any of
of the
the
attorneys in
in our
our Employment,
Employment, Labor,
Labor, Benefits
with whom
whom you
you are
are
attorneys
Benefits and
and Immigration
Immigration Practice
Practice Group
Groupor
orthe
the attorney
attorney in
in the
the firm
firm with
regularly
in contact.
contact.
regularly in

Note
Note
1.
1.

Toyota Motor
Toyota
Motor Mfg.
Mfg. v.
v. Williams,
Williams, 534
534 U.S.
U.S. 184
184 (2002).
(2002).

